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Abstract 
Within the framework of transitive sufficient processes we investigate identifiability properties 
of unknown parameters. In particular we consider unbiased parameter estimators, which are 
shown to be closely connected to time reversal and to reverse martingales. One of the main 
results is that, within our framework, every unbiased estimator process is a reverse martingale, 
thus automatically giving us strong consistency results. We also study structural properties of 
unbiased estimators, and it is shown that the existence of an unbiased parameter estimator is 
equivalent to the existence of a solution to an inverse boundary value problem. We give explicit 
representation formulas for the estimators in terms of Feynman Kac type representations u ing 
complex valued diffusions, and we also give Cramdr-Rao bounds for the estimation error. 
Keywords: Parameter estimation; Reverse martingales; Martingale theory; Difl'usions: Time 
reversal 
1. Basic definitions 
We consider a statistical model, i.e. a family H of probability measures on a measur- 
able space ((2,,~). Given also, is a k-dimensional stochastic process X = {X(/); t ~>0} 
on "f2,.S), and for any subset I of R ~, we denote by ,N)" the a-field generated by 
the random variables {X(t); t ~ I}. We assume that the measures in H are equivalent 
on ,F-t -~i~).t] for each t > 0. The intuitive interpretation of this model is that the 
stochastic process X is governed by some measure P E H, but we do not know cx- 
actly which P. The family H formalizes the a priori information available to us, and 
to obtain further information we are allowed to observe the process X over time. Thus 
the information accesssible to us through observations i represented by the filtration 
-~ := {-~-1}t ~0. A number of concrete xamples will be given below. 
We will study various estimation problems in connection with the model above, 
and in particular we will be concerned with unbiased parameter estimation problems 
and their relations to the theory of reverse martingales. Our work is to a large extent 
inspired by Lauritzen (1988). The results in the present paper are also closely related 
to the theory of adaptive prediction developed by the authors in an earlier paper (Bj6rk 
and Johansson, 1992). 
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We begin by giving precise definitions of the concepts of parameter, unbiased esti- 
mator, sufficiency, transitivity, and completeness. 
Definition 1.1. Consider the model ( t2 ,~,H ,X ,  ~.~). 
1. We endow the family H with the a-algebra X~ defined as 
N~ = a{FA;A E Y~},  
where, for each A E ~ the mapping FA : H ~ ~ is defined by 
FA(P) = P(A). 
2. A parameter q~ is a measurable mapping 
ch : H --~ R. 
The value of  ~(P)  is to be interpreted as "an aspect of the measure P", and a 
parameter is thus something very much like a local coordinate on a manifold. We 
could of course also consider parameters taking values in more general spaces, but for 
us R will do nicely. 
Our main goal in the sequel will be that of  estimating parameter values, based on 
observations of  the process X. 
Definition 1.2. Consider a fixed parameter ~. 
(1) A t-estimator is any Wt-measurable random variable V. 
(2) A t-estimator V is said to be an unbiased t-estimator of q~ if the following 
conditions are satisfied 
V C L l (~2,3t ,P)  for all P E H. 
Ep[V] = qb(p) for all P E/7. 
(3) An optional process Y is called an unbiased estimator process of 4) on the time 
interval [T, oc) if Y(t) is unbiased in the sense of  (2) above for every t~> T. 
(4) An optional process Y is said to be a consistent estimator of @ if 
lim Y(t) = ~b(P), P-a.s. for all P E/7.  
(5) A parameter is said to be identifiable if there exists an Y~-measurable stochastic 
variable V, satisfying 
V=q~(P) ,  P-a.s. for a l lPEH.  
It is obvious that if a parameter q~ can be consistently estimated, then q~ is identifi- 
able. It is however an open question whether identifiability of a parameter implies the 
existence of a consistent estimator. We believe that this is not the case (see Section 7). 
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The main questions which we will try to answer in this paper are the following. 
• Which parameters have unbiased estimators'? 
• Which parameters can be consistently estimated? 
• Which parameters can be identified? 
In the sequel we will work within a framework of so-called transitive sufficienl 
processes, for which we now give the definitions. 
Def in i t ion  1.3. (1) An ,:~t-measurable random k-vector V is said to be su~cient fbr 
H restricted to ~Tt, if  for each bounded random variable U in ,Tt there exists a Borel 
function f :R k --+ R such that 
Ep[U! V] = f (V) ,  for all P c 17. 
(2) An .T-optional process Z is called sufficient for /7 if Z(t) is sufficient for [1 
restricted to ,~-~, for each t >~ 0. 
We will often use the well known fact that a random vector V is sufficient lbr H 
restricted to .T~ if, for some P0 E H the Radon Nikodym derivative 
dP 
dP0 "~ 
is o-{ V}-measurable for each P ff H. 
Def in i t ion  1.4.  An  ~-opt iona l  process Z is called transitive if it is a (P, ,Y)-Markov 
process for each P c H, i.e. if the a-fields T and Tz -~ - [t,~) are P-conditionally inde- 
pendent given Z(t). 
The notion of a transitive sequence of statistics was introduced by Bahadur (1954) 
Definition 1.4 is equivalent to stating that for each P ~ H, each t >~ 0 and each bounded 
random variable U in ~t ,  we have 
e~4uIz(t)] ep [u I ~-z = $1~ It,:,c )] - 
Def in i t ion  1.5. An ,Y-optional process X is called complete if, for every t and ever 3, 
Borel function ,q, the condition 
Ep[.q(X(t))] 0 for all P E H, 
implies 
,q(X(t)) = O, H-a.s. 
To construct a transitive sufficient process in a Markovian case we will typically use 
the following "algorithm". 
1. For every fixed t we apply the Girsanov theorem to find a sufficient statistic for 
/7 restricted to ,Yr. 
2. If no finite-dimensional statistic exists then we are stuck and cannot apply the 
theory below. 
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3. If  there exists a finite dimensional sufficient process Y, then Y itself is not nec- 
essarily transitive (it need not be Markovian). In most cases, however, the extended 
process (X, Y) will be transitive and sufficient. 
4. Now we regard (X, V) as our basic process instead of X. 
For a discussion of some concrete examples of this technique see (Bj6rk and Jo- 
hansson, 1992, p. 194). 
To illustrate technique and ideas we will use three simple concrete scalar models. 
In all cases ~2 is the space C[0, oc) and X is the coordinate process on g2. 
The Wiener model. For this model the a priori family H = H~, is defined by H l r= 
{P~; ~ E R}, where X under P~ has the dynamics 
dX(t) = c~dt + dW(t), X(0) = 0, 
and where W is a standard Wiener process. 
The L2-model. Here we let X have the representation 
dX( t )=Z*dt+dW(t ) ,  X(0)=0,  (1) 
where W is a Wiener process. The a priori family, denoted by IIL, is now defined as 
the class of probability measures uch that 
• Z* and W are independent. 
• Z* has finite second moment. 
We may thus identify HL by the following family of distributions F (of Z*) on the 
real line 
HL= {F; JRz2dF(z)  < oc } .  
Observe that (1) is the semimartingale r presentation for X with respect o the filtration 
~, defined by 
N, = ej, V or{Z*}; t>~O. (2) 
It is perhaps not clear from (1) that X is a Markov process relative to the ~x_filtration, 
but it is fairly easy to show that the semimartingale r presentation f X with respect 
to the ~x-filtration is given by: 
dX(t) = It(t,X(t))dt + dW(t) 
where It is given by 
p(t,X(t)) = fR z exp(zx -- Iz2t) de(z) 
L exp(zx - 1z2t) dF(z) ' (3) 
and F as above is the distribution function of Z*. 
The Gaussian mixture model. Here we consider a parameterized a priori family HG 
given by 
FIG = {P~,/~; ~ C ~, fl~O}, 
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where X under P:,/~ has the dynamics 
dX(t) - dt + dW(t). 
1 +l# 
Typical examples of parameters 4) one may want to estimate in the models above 
are the following. 
The Wiener model. 
40(P~ ) 2~, O(P~) = 9(:0, 
where g is some given function. 
The L2-model. 
40(P) Ep[Z*], 
The Gaussian mixture model. 
0(*'~,1;) = ~, 40(P~,1~) fi, 
where g is some given function. 
40(*') = va,>[z*] ,  O(P)  Ep[(Z* )2]. 
40(P~,/~) = g(~,f i) ,  
2. Unbiased estimators and reverse martingales 
The central theme of this paper is the connection between reverse martingale theory 
and unbiased parameter estimation. We now present a series of results which high- 
lights this theme, and the results may be summarized by saying that in a transitive 
sufficient and complete model, unbiased estimators are characterized by being reverse 
martingales. The results are all extremely easy to prove, and they immediately give us 
very powerful tools for studying the asymptotic behaviour of unbiased estimators. 
Proposition 2.1. ConsMer a f i xed  parameter  40 in the model  (~, S,  17,,Z). Assume 
that there exists an unbiased est imator process Y o f  40 having the .[brm 
Y(t) = , / (~ ,x ( t ) )  
j o t  some ~7-optional process X which is sufficient, transitive and complete. Then Y 
is a ,Y-X-re~,erse mart ingale fo r  all *" ~ 17, where the f i l tration yx  is defined by 
,y-)v = ~x " [r, oo), t>~0. 
Proof. Let 0~<s~<t. Since Y is an unbiased estimator process we have, for all P ~ 17, 
Ep[Y(t)]  Ep[Y(s)]  = Ep{Ep[Y(s ) IX ( t ) ]  . 
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Since X is sufficient, Ep[Y(s) IX(t)] does not depend on the choice of P, and so, by 
the completeness of X, 
Y(t) = Ep[Y(s) IX(t)]. (4) 
Using the transitivity of  X we have 
Ee[r (s )  IX(t)] = Ep[Y(x) IYx], 
which, together with (4) gives us the martingale property 
Y(t) Ep[Y(s) ~-x 
= I J , ] .  [] 
To assume that Y(t) = f ( t ,X ( t ) )  is, by the Rao-Blackwell theorem, not a severe 
restriction. In the sequel we will thus always assume that all unbiased estimators are 
of  the form in Proposition 2.1. 
Proposition 2.2. Fix a measure Po E 11 and assume that X and Y are two ~-optional  
processes uch that 
1. X is sufficient for  11. 
2. X is a ( Po, ~___)-Markov process. 
3. Y is a (Po, J-X)-reverse martingale on [T, oo) Jo r  some T >~0. 
4. Y(t) E La( f2 ,~t ,P)  for all t>~T, P C 1I. 
Now define the mapping cb: 11 ~ R by 
q)(P) = Ep[Y(T)] 
Then Y is an unbiased estimator o f  q~ on [T, cxD). 
Proof. By the sufficiency and transitivity of X we have, for t E [T, ~) ,  
• (P) : Ep[Y(T)] = Ep[Ep[Y(T) IX(t)] ] 
= Ep[EPo[Y(T) IX(t)] ] = Ep[EPo[Y(T) IJxt]] 
=Ep[Y(t)].  
(s) 
(6) 
(7) 
Proposition 2.1 permits us to draw very strong conclusions concerning the consis- 
tency of  unbiased estimators. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume that the process X & sufficient, transitive and complete. 
Then the following hold. 
1. Every unbiased estimator process Y o f  the form Y(t) = f ( t ,X ( t ) )  converges 
II-a.s. to some limiting stochastic variable Y(cx~) as t --+ exp. 
2. I f  the tail-a-field ,~x ~ ~x -  = ~t~>0 [t,~) is P-trivial for every P c 1I then every 
unbiased estimator is consistent, i.e. 
lim Y(t) = ¢b(P), P-a.s for all P E 11. 
I~OC 
Proof. Fix any P E H. By Proposition 2.1 every unbiased estimator process is a reverse 
martingale, so the first part of the proposition follows immediately from the reverse 
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martingale convergence theorem. Thus the limiting variable Y(vc) always exists, and 
~x If the tail a-algebra is trivial then Y(vc) must be a deterministic we have Y(oc) ~ ,y ~.  
constant, and thus Y(oc) has to equal its expected value 45(p) P-a.s. 
The main point of  the results above can thus be paraphrased as follows: In a complete 
transitive sufficient model unbiasedness #nplies the reverse martingale property, thus 
guaranteeing consistency for the case when the tail field J~Tx~ is trivial. 
The triviality of the tail-a-field of a sufficient ransitive process has been studied in 
general by Lauritzen (1988). To prove triviality in a concrete case is typically a very 
hard problem, but once such a result is established, the question of consistency of any 
unbiased estimator is thereby completely resolved. 
To take a simple example consider the Wiener model of Section 1. It is easily seen 
that X is transitive and sufficient, and it is well known that the model is complete. 
For a proof of the triviality of  the tail a-algebra see e.g. Bj6rk and Johansson (1993). 
Now consider the parameter q~(P~) = ~. Then it is of course trivial to check that 
A; 
Y, =: - -  (8) 
l 
is an unbiased estimator of ~, and we see from Proposition 2.3 above that Y converges 
P~-a.s. to c~. The reverse martingale property of  Y in Eq. (8) is of  course well-known 
but our point here is that Y is a reverse martingale because it is unbiased. 
Proposition 2.2 suggests that you may find unbiased estimators by looking for reverse 
martingales. This may not seem to be a very promising approach, but later we will 
give an important example. 
3. The mixing theorem and sufficient generating martingales 
Throughout his section we assume that X is transitive and sufficient. 
The main technical tool in the sequel is the so-called mixing theorem, which we now 
proceed to describe. We will then need 1o consider the various probability measures 
which are generated by "pinning" X( t )  at a fixed point x. 
Definition 3.1. For any probability measure P, not necessarily in H, on (Q , .~)  we 
define U 'x on ((~,~Nt) by 
P"X(A ) P(A IX( t )  = x). 
By transitive sufficiency we note that there exists a fixed family of probability mea- 
sures Qt,.~ on (Q,.Yl) such that, for every P C H and every ( t ,x )  ~ R+ × R k, we have 
Qt,~- = pt,.~. 
Definition 3.2. The maximal family, ,~,{t, generated by H is the class of  all probabilit~ 
measures P on (Q, ~)  with the following properties. 
1. For every (t,x) ~ R+ x R k we have U 'x = Qt,,-, 
2. For each t the a-algebras a{X(s);s<-,,t} and a{X(s ) ; s> j t}  are conditionally 
P-independent given X(t ) .  
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The maximal family ~ '  is easily seen to be a convex set, and we denote the set of 
its extremal points by ~. It can be shown (Lauritzen, 1988 p.196, Proposition IV.I.I) 
that ~ '  is in fact an infinite dimensional simplex in the sense that any point in ~ '  can 
be written as a unique convex combination of points in g. This fact, henceforth called 
the mixing theorem, is one of  the cornerstones in the sequel. 
Theorem 3.1. For each P E I I  there exists a unique probability measure Vp on 
such that 
P = [ Qvp(dQ), 
J i; 
in the sense that, for  each A C Y~ we have 
P(A) = [ Q(A)vp(dQ).  
The measure v p is called the mixing measure corresponding to P. 
Many of the results below will be connected to the tail-a-algebra j -x ,  and 3 x is 
connected to ~ by the following result (see Lauritzen, 1988). 
Proposition 3.1. For any P E o//// the following are equivalent 
1. PEE  
2. yx  is P-trivial. 
In order to obtain concrete formulas below we will sometimes need more than the 
rather abstract mixing theorem above. The situation turns out to be particularly nice 
when there exists a finite dimensional stochastic vector Z which acts as a sufficient 
statistic at t = cx~. This is in fact often the case, and by studying concrete examples 
we have been led to the following definition. 
Definition 3.3. A k-dimensional optional process Z is said to be a sufficient generating 
martingale (SGM) if the following conditions hold. 
1. a{Xt} a{Zt}, for all t~>0. 
2. Z is a reverse martingale for all P E ~. 
3. a{Z~} = JX ,p -a .s .  for all P c o~ 
We note that since Z is a reverse martingale for the extremal family it will converge 
g-almost surely to a limiting variable Z~. By the mixing theorem this convergence 
will also take place J/g-almost surely, so Z~ in (3) above is indeed well defined. An 
SGM can be viewed as a "normalized" version of the observation process X, and the 
main advantage of working with an SGM is seen by the following result. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the model admits a sufficient generating martingale Z. 
For each z E R k and any P E ,g/t, let the measure Pz be defined by 
Pz(A) = P(A ]Z~ = z). (9) 
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Then, hy s@eien~T, P: is' independent of the particular choice oJ P and we hat,e 
~' = {P:; z CRk}. (10) 
Proof. We obviously have, for each A c -Yo~ and each P ff .//, 
P(A) .~  P:(A)dFp(z), 
where b), is the P-distribution of Z~. Thus the convex hull of the P:-measures equals; 
.//, and it is easy to see that all the P--measures are extremal. ~ 
It is now natural to ask if an SGM always exists. Generally speaking, this is still 
an open question, but our conjecture is that every transitive sufficient complete model 
where X has continuous trajectories possesses an SGM. We now give some partial 
results. First we see that to check the reverse martingale property il is (ahnost) enough 
to check it for one single P. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that a process Z has the properties that 
I. o-{x,} G{z,}, Jar all t>O. 
2. There exists some Po E ,/[ such that 
Ep~,[Z, IZ t=z]=z ,  for a l lz  andjbr alls, t with s<t .  (111 
Then Z is a P-reverse martingale for all P C ,// such that Z ff LI(F2, P). 
Proof. If (1 1 ) is satisfied for some Po c,.// it will be satisfied for all P ~, / /  since, by 
(1), Z is sufficient. Suppose furthermore that P is such that Z c LI(f2,P). Then (11) 
implies that 
E~,[Z~ I z,] z,, P-a.s. 
Using the Markov property (in backward time) of Z this gives us 
Ep[L I ,y -~]  = Ep[L IZt ]  = Zt, P-a.s. 
which shows that Z is a reverse P-martingale. ] 
It is an annoying fact that the condition (l l) alone does not even guarantee that 
Z is a reverse P0-martingale. The problem is that (11) does not imply that Z~ is P0- 
integrable, it only tells us that Z,, belongs to LI(F2,P~:), where the tied-down measure 
P~: is defined by 
Pz:(A) P(AIZ,=z), A~,}7,. 
We now turn to the existence of an SGM. For models where there exists a transition 
density for the prediction sufficient process X we have a promising candidate. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that, Jor some P c ~//, X has a transition densi O" p(s, y; t, x), 
i.e. P(Xt ~ dx ] X, y) = p(s, y; t,x) dx, and supposeJurthermore that p is continuoush, 
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differentiable in the y-variable. Let Ps,y denote the measure generated by starting X 
in the state y at time s and define, for fixed (s, y) the process Zt; t >~s by 
Zt = Vy log p (s, y; t, Xt). (12) 
Suppose that Z defined by (12) is an integrable process with respect o Ps,y. Then Z 
is a reverse martingale on [s, oc) with respect to Ps,y. 
Proof. 
[py(s,y;t, Xt) J E[ZtlXr] =x]  = E Lp(Z, t, 5 =x 
z 
which, again using the 
Es,y[Z~ l ~tr,~)] = 
/ py(s, y; t, ~) p(T,x; t, ~) d~ 
p(s, y; t, ~) 
f py(S, y; t, Xt) p(t, 3; T,x)p(s, y; t, 4) d~ 
p(s,y;t, Xt) p(s,y; T,x) 
py(S, y; t, ~)p(t, ~; T,x) 
p(s, y; T, x) d~ 
1 / 
p(s,y;T,x) py(s,y;t,~)p(t,~;T,x)d~ 
1 / 
p(s,y;T,x) Vy py(s,y;t,~)p(t,~;T,x)d~ 
1 
p(s,y; T,x) Vyp(s'y; T,x) 
Vy log p(s, y; T,x), 
Markov property of  X in backward time, gives us 
Es,y[Z, Ixr] = zr. [] 
A natural candidate as SGM is thus given by 
Zt = Vylog p(O, Xo;t, Xt) (13) 
where we can choose any P in ~ '  to compute the transition density. We have so far 
been unable to give a really nice set of  a priori conditions which will guarantee that 
Z above in fact is an SGM. In a concrete case we thus have to check the defining 
properties of  the SGM, and then the following remarks can be helpful. 
1. It follows from (3.4) that Z will be a reverse martingale with respect to any 
P c J// for which Z is an integrable process. 
2. To qualify as an SGM the process Z also has to generate the same filtration as 
X, which is equivalent o the statement that, for each t, the mapping 
Ht : R ~ ---+ R k, 
x ~ Vylogp(O, xo;t,x), 
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is a global bijection. A necessary condition for this property is of course that H: is 
locally invertible i.e. that the Jacobian G(t,x) of Ht, is an invertible matrix for each 
(t,x), where 
Gi,/(t,x) = exi(~X~ logp(O,xo;t,x), i,j 1 . . . . .  k 
and if the mapping Ht also is proper then Ht will in fact be a global bijection. 
YT.¥ 3. Finally, Z~ has to generate the tail sigma field ~' .~. In practice this seems to 
be the hardest condition to check, and one result in this direction is the following 
proposition. The process Z below need not be the one defined by Eq. (13). 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that Z is a scalar reverse martingale with continuou,s 
trajectories, such that a{Xt} = a{Z,} ./'or all t>~O. Suppose furthermore that iLs 
quadratic variation satisfies 
d(Z>, h(t)dt. 
Then a{Z~} 3 x O(5" 
Proof. By introducing the deterministic time-transformation T(t) =: l/t, defining Y by 
Y(t) Z(T(t)) and defining the filtration ~ by 
N:=a{Xds>~l/t},  for t>O, 
% : ~r{Z~}, 
the proof boils down to that of showing that N0 = N04.. By a stochastic time trans-- 
formation we may turn the Y-process, into standard Brownian Motion, and the result 
now follows from the right continuity of the Brownian filtration, rB 
We now consider our three test models in the light of the theory above. 
The Wiener model. The natural base measure is the Wiener measure P0, and from 
Girsanov's Theorem we have 
It now follows from the factorization theorem that X itself is sufficient, and since X 
is Markovian it is indeed a transitive sufficient process. The model is easily seen to be 
complete. It can be shown (see e.g. Bj6rk and Johansson, 1993) that this model is in 
fact extremal, i.e. 
This means that for a measure P in the maximal family the process X has the repre- 
sentation 
dX(t) Z* dt + dW(t), (14) 
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where Z* is a stochastic variable which is independent of W. For a given P the 
distribution Fp of Z* can be identified with the mixing measure corresponding to P. 
Thus d~w can be identified with the real line, and d/Zw can be identified with the set 
of  all probability distributions on R. 
In order to find an SGM we use the measure P0 to compute the transition densities, 
which are given by 
p(s ,y ; t ,x )= ~exp 2t  " 
Using formula (13) we obtain the following well-known process 
x, 
Zt= - - ,  (15) 
t 
and it is easy to see that Z is in fact an SGM. 
The L2-model. By the results above we see that this model is a submodel of the 
maximal family for the Wiener model. Thus X itself is again a prediction suffÉcient 
process and the extremal and maximal families, denoted by oQ and ~/f/l. respectively, 
are given by EL = oew, dgL = JC/w- An SGM is again given by Eq. (15). 
The Gaussian mixture model. This model is in fact a submodel of  the L2-model. Using 
formula (3) it is easy to see that the measure P~,/~ corresponds to a Gaussian mixing 
measure (= distribution of Z*) with mean ~ and variance ft. From the results above 
we see that the extremal and maximal families Cc and ~c  are given by 
Co = {P~,0; c~ E R} = d°w, -~[a JC/w, 
and again an SGM is given by formula (15). 
An example in discrete time. Although the theory above has been presented only in 
continuous time the basic ideas work as well in discrete time. We illustrate with the 
following example, where f2 = R ~.  
Let X be the coordinate process on f2 and let Pu,~ denote the measure under 
which Xi,X2,... are i.i.d, and N(/~,a). A sufficient statistic for the family 
{P~,~;Ct C R, cr ~ (0, oo)} at time n is (II., V.) where 
n 
k--I k - I  
The natural base measure is P0,1, under which (11, V) is a Markov process with transition 
densities p*(m,x,  u; n, y, v) = p(n - m, y - x, v - u), where 
(v y2/n)(n 3)/2 
p(n ,y ,v )= Tx f~(@)~ 
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Following the construction in Eq. (13) we define the functions ,/i and .l) by 
fi (n, y, v) : ~ log p* (0, 0, 0; n, y, v) := - -  
n 3 
1( 
J ) (n ,3 , ' , v )=V, , logp*(O,O,O;n ,y ,v ) :  ~ I 
Y 
1? - -  l '2/"H 
U V 2 ,"r/ 
Now we define the process Z (Zi,Z2), which is our candidate as an SGM, by 
n 3X,, (16) Z,J f (n, Y,,, V,,) . ,  
n 1 $7, 
Z~,=I ) (n ,Y , , ,V , , )  ~ 1 - 7~ , (17} 
n 1 5,~ 
and we know from Proposition 3.4 that Z in fact is a reverse martingale. Furthermore, 
the mapping (y,v) ~-+ ( J l (n ,y , t ' ) , J~(n ,y ,v ) )  is obviously one to one, and it only 
remains to show that Z~ generates the tail sigma algebra ft. This however tbllows 
immediately from the fact that ~ is trivial (see Martin-L6f, 1970), and thus Z is an 
SGM. 
To connect his result with our results in Section 2 and to classical theory we recall 
the well known fact that the process 
e 
is an unbiased estimator of  the parameter (/x, a2). Since this model is complete, it 
follows from Proposition 2.1 the process <-" must be a reverse martingale (a tact which 
does not seem to be known), and since in this case the tail sigma field is known to 
be trivial, we immediately obtain the consistency result 
lim -~ c,, (It, oF), Pl,.<~-a.s. 
For this model we have already constructed another SGM, namely the process Z defined 
by Eqs. (16) and (17). Since Z is a reverse martingale it is thus the unbiased estimator 
of somethin~t and a fairly easy calculation shows that in fact 
; ,  u , , . . [z ,~]  = 5 I - . (7- 
Here we recognize the "canonical parameters" of the model in the sense of the theory 
of exponential families. This fact, together with other concrete xamples as the Wiener 
model above, strongly indicates that the gradlog construction in formula (12) is not of 
an ad hoc nature but rather that this construction in some sense is canonical. 
4. Asymptotic normality of unbiased estimators 
The tact that unbiased estimators are reverse martingales uggests the possibility of 
deriving asymptotic normality from the central limit theorem for reverse martingales. 
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We shall not attempt a general discussion at this point, but instead illustrate the idea 
for a familiar example. 
The sample space is R s ,  X = )(1,X2 .... is the coordinate process on this space and 
= cr(Xl,X2 . . . .  ). Let Pu.,, denote the probability measure for which X = XI,X2,... 
are independent and normally distributed with mean/~ and variance v. It is well known 
that the pair 
s ,= xk, w , -  - 
nk= I n 1 _ 
is a minimal sufficient statistic for the model {P~.v; /~ E R, v > 0}. It is also well 
known that 
T~=-  & ,  g~-  - (&-Tk)2  
r/k= 1 r/ l k= I 
are unbiased estimators of # and v and that the model is complete. Thus {T,; n>~2} 
and {U,; n>~2} are reverse martingales with respect to any measure P~.,, and the 
filtration 
J ,=a{(Sn ,  Wn),(S,+I,W,+j),...), n>~2. 
Let us now define the probability measure Po on (~2, Y )  by 
Po(A) =/Pu ,  v(A)Fo(da, dv), A C Y ,  (18) 
where 
F0(d#, dr) = eo(dt~)v-2e -I/" 
(This is Example 1, p. 2 in Basawa and Scott, (1983). It now follows that {T,} and 
{U,} are reverse martingales with respect o Po as well. Furthermore, the joint density 
of X = Xl . . . . .  X~ under Po is given by 
( 1~ ) -n /Z ,  
f(xi  ..... Xn) ~- (2X)--n/2F(n/2 + 1) 1 + ~ (Xk -- 0) 2 
k=l 
The estimator T, is an unbiased estimator of 0 and it is also the maximum likelihood 
estimator. An argument for constructing confidence intervals for 0 goes as follows. Let 
Z, = (T, - O)/x/~/n. Then one can show that 
Po(Z,, <<,z, U, <~u) -~ ~(z)Po(Us <,u), (19) 
where @ is the standard normal distribution and Us  = l im,~s  U, has the density 
v 2e-l/v. Since Us  has the same distribution for all 0, the statistic U, is approximately 
ancillary, and the (asymptotic) conditionality principle yields that confidence intervals 
for 0 should be based on the asymptotic normality of Zn. The purpose of this section is 
to show how the basic convergence result (19) follows from the central limit theorem 
for reverse martingales and the mixing formula (18). 
We will use the following central limit theorem for reverse martingales (c.f. Hall 
and Heyde, 1980; Eagleson and Weber, 1978). 
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Let {(y,,, n>~ 1} be a decreasing sequence of a-fields and let {iv,,, n>~ 1 } be a reverse 
martingale with respect o {j , , ,  n ~> 1 }, such that EIT,~] < oc, n ~ 1. Set 
Y , ,=T , , -T , ,  ,, V ,~=~E[ya2 I jk+,  ], n>~l. 
I(=17 
Proposition 4.1. Ass'ume that there exists a random variable ~ such lhat 
o 
k;~ ~q" ,  as n -~ :xD (20 
E[ K~] 
and, Jor all l: ~ O: 
; ~ E Y~¢I -+~c (21 E[v,rlk=,, {ya2>rE[V,2]} ]J~÷l k0 ,  ash  
Thetl 
E, Zx_ d 
-~ N(0, 1) 
L, 
Note that the Lindeberg condition (21) is implied by the Lyapunov condition 
'~, E[lykl~ljk+,] 'A 0, for some r > 2. (22 
uiv, l 
We shall now use this result to show that for any P in the maximal family, 
T,, T~ ,( N(0, 1). (23 
V/J~7/'rt 
To begin with, let P=Pt,, , .  for some t LER,  v > O. Then one can show that 
1 
E[(T,, - T,,+l )2[~¢k+1] -- n(n + 1 )U,> 1, (24) 
1 U2 
E[ (E '  -- E'~l)4[c~q'/'++l] = 1/(,v/ _L l)2(n +2)  ,,+1" (25)  
The calculations are elementary but somewhat lengthy, and we omit them. From (23) 
we get 
~_~ ~c 1 L"/, ~ t. (26) u,; := e_ e l ( r , ,  = 
k(k + ]( :=tl 
Using the relation 
] ] 
k=,,k(k + 1) n 
we get 
,, _ , ,  
E[I/~] 
k=,,k(k+l)/-" n 
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Furthermore, 
1 inf Uk~<V,~< sup Uk, 
rl k>~n+l  k>/n+l  
and since U, -+ v, Pv,v-a.s., we have 
v,7 
E[Vff ] ~ 1; Pt~,v-a.s. 
Thus the condition (20) is satisfied. Next we check that condition (22) is satisfied with 
r = 4. From (24) we get 
(E[V:]) 2~ E[(T.- r.+,)41J~+,]=(,,In) 2~_. 1 ~=. = k(k + l ) (k+2)  U/2+i' 
Arguing as above, it suffices to show that 
(3O 
n2 ~ 1 - -+0 .  
k=,, k(k -t- 1 )2(k ÷ 2) 
But 
CX3 1 <~ 1 1 
n2k=,, ~ k (k+l )2 (k÷2)  k=nk(k÷l )  n' 
and so (22) holds. 
Since nV2/Un ---+ 1, Pe,~.-a.s. we conclude that (23) holds under Pv,v. But then it 
follows that for any P in the maximal family we have 
S Pl,,v( P(n(T. - T~)  /x~U~ ~z)  = n(Tn - T~)/x/~<~z)Fe(dIJ ,  dv) 
f @(z)Fp(d,u, dr) = ~(z). 
To conclude the proof of (19), note that 
IPo(zn<<.z, U~u) -eo(z .<~z,  u~<<.u)l 
<~Eo [ I{uo <~u} - I{u~ <~u} J ---~ 0, 
and so it is enough to prove that 
Po(Z. <~z, U~ <<.u) -~ 4~(z)Po(U~ <~u). 
But the mixing formula (18) gives us 
Po(Z,, <~z, Uoo <~u) 
L = Po,v(Z.<~z, Uoo<~u)v-2e l,"Vdv 
io = Po.v(Z. <~z)v 2 e b',, dv 
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/o" -+ @(z)v 2 e l/,.dv 
= cl)(z)Po( U~ <~u). 
251 
5. The structure of unbiased estimators 
In this section we look for conditions on a parameter ¢b which are necessary for the 
existence of an unbiased estimator process. Let us therefore consider a fixed parameter 
4~ for the model ( (L .3;, /7, X, .Y ). 
Definition 5.1. For any stochastic variable V we define a family .?/[V], by 
/ / I v ]  : {P ~ ,/ / ;  v ~ L '~o ,P )}  
If I/ is an unbiased estimator of ~b relative to H, then we extend the domain of @ 
from H to ,#[V] ,  by 
cp(p) = E,[V], P C ~#[V]. (27) 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that, fo r  some t, there exists an unbiased t-estimator V o/ ~b, 
and suppose that ,6;' C ,~#[V]. Then, extendin9 • as above it must hold that 
cp(p) = f qa(p~ )vp(dPg), (28) 
where vr, is the mixin 9 measure ,fi~r P. 
Proof. We have, using the unbiasedness of V, 
In the case when we have access to an SGM the structure can be simplified even 
further. 
Definition 5.2. Consider a model possessing a sufficient generating martingale Z, and 
let ~ be a parameter defined on the whole of d °. Then the structure j imction, ~p :R ~ ~ R, 
is defined by 
qo(z) - q,(P~), 
where P= is defined by Eq. (9). 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that the model possesses an SGM denoted by Z. Consider a 
f ixed parameter cp, and suppose that there exists some unbiased estimator q /  cb. Then 
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it must hold that 
q)(P) = fR~ qo(z)Fp(dz) for  all P E ~¢[[V], 
where Fp as usual is the P-distribution of  Z~. 
(29) 
Proof. Follows immediately fi'om the lemma above. [] 
The point of  the results above is of  course that the structure of a parameter having 
an unbiased estimator is uniquely determined by its structure function. We may now 
restate Proposition 5.1 in order to give preliminary necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of unbiased estimators. 
Proposition 5.2. Consider a model (f2, ~,  H ,X ,~) ,  and a .fixed parameter q~, where 
we assume that ~' c H. Then there exists an unbiased estimator o f  • i f  and only if 
the following conditions hold. 
1. 4) has an unbiased estimator on & 
2. For all P E H it holds that 
q)( P ) : J R[~ ~o( z)Fp ( dz ). (30) 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
Thus the problem of estimating 4~ on H is replaced by the much easier problem of 
estimating q~ on ~. The latter problem is however by no means trivial and we shall 
return to it below. 
Even as it stands, Proposition 5.2 has a number of nontrivial consequences, o let 
us look at some of our examples. 
The Wiener model. Since, in this model, we have H = d °, we do not get anything 
interesting from Proposition 5.2. We recall, however, that for the simple parameter 
rb(p~) = ~ we have the trivial unbiased estimator Y(t) = xu) ~- . This process is also an 
SGM, and the structure function of  the parameter is of course given by ~p(z) = z. 
The LZ-model. We consider the parameters 
off(P) = Ep[Z* ] ,  (31 ) 
q)(P) = Varp[Z*], (32) 
~b(P) = Ep [(Z* )2]. (33) 
The corresponding structure functions are (recall that P~ is a point mass at z). 
qo(z) -- q) (~)  -- Ep_[Z*] = z, 
~p(z) = m( ~ ) = Va , '~[z* ]  - O, 
q~(z) - ~(~)  = E~[ (Z* )  2] = z 2. 
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We now check if the parameters satisfy the integral condition of Proposition 5.1. For 
the parameter q~(P) = Ep[Z*] we have 
ji,. <P(z)F'>(dz) /i zFP(dz) Ep[Z*] = , 
so this parameter satisfies Eq. (29). Furthermore, we know that the extremal points of 
this model equals the a priori family for the Wiener model, so 4) possesses an unbiased 
estimator process on ~, namely Y(t) X(t)/t. Thus it follows from Proposition 5.2 
that <b indeed has an unbiased estimator on /7. (In this simple example one could of 
course prove this directly by simply checking the obvious candidate X(t)/t.) 
For the parameter 4~(P) - Varp[Z*] we have 
/; <p(z)Fe(dz)= /; OFp(dz):  O, 
which is not equal to 4~(P) for any measure outside the extremal family. It follows 
that for this parameter no unbiased estimator exists (relative to /7). 
For the case ~(P)  - Ep[(Z*)2] we have 
./;,<p(z)F,>(dz) ./;~ z 2F1> (dz) Ep[(Z* )2] = ¢(P). 
Proposition 5.2 now tells us that it is possible that the parameter can be estimated 
unbiasedly. Whether this really is the case depends on if one can estimate 4) on the 
extremal points. This is a harder problem and we will come back to it below. 
The Gaussian mixture model. We consider the parameters 
@(P~.fl) ~, (34) 
¢,(n, . l~)-  fl, (35) 
4)( ~x./j ) = ,q( o~, N ). (36) 
We recall that this is a submodel of  the L2-model, and that Z* under P~.lS is normally 
distributed with mean ~ and variance If. Thus we already know from the L2-model that 
:~ can be estimated unbiasedly, whereas /J cannot. 
The case 4)( P~,l~ )= g( x, [:~ ) is more interesting. Since the extremal family is {P,.~: ~ ~: R} 
we see that the structure function is given by 
re(z) 4,(P.~.l;) ,q(z,0). 
The integral condition of Proposition 5.2 becomes 
(b(P. , . /~):q(~,/ J )  Lj  (p(z)Fp,, (dz) ,£. <'(z'O)~(z; o<'ff)dz" (3"7) 
where ~(z;:~,/7) is the Oaussian density with mean 2 and variance [ f. Thus we scc 
that a necessary condition for g is that it satisfies the integral equation 
g(:~.l]) J~f ; g(z,O)~(z; ~,/:;)dz. (38) 
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Furthermore, since 7' as a function of ct and fl satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation, the 
above equation implies that this must also be the case with the function g. Summing 
up we have the following result. 
Proposition 5.3. The function g has an unbiased estimator if and only if  the following 
conditions hold. 
1. 
~g 1 029 
-- (~, r )  C R x R+. (39) 
Off 2 0~ 2' 
2. The parameter ~(P~,~) = g(a, O) has an unbiased estimator on g. 
Using Proposition 5.3 it is easy to check necessary conditions. We see at once that 
for g(~, r )  = r, corresponding to the parameter in (32), Eq. (39) is not satisfied, so this 
parameter has no unbiased estimator. On the other hand, the function 9(c~, r )  -- fl + ~2 
corresponding to the parameter in (33), works nicely. 
6. Boundary value problems 
In Section 5, we saw that the task of finding an unbiased estimator splits into two 
separate problems: 
1. The easy task of checking if the parameter satisfies one of the "structural equa- 
tions" (28), (29) or (30). 
2. The hard task of constructing an estimator for the restriction of the parameter to 
the extremal family. 
In this section, we will derive equations for the actual construction of unbiased es- 
timators (on the extremal family). We start with a lemma and we use the standing 
assumption that a sufficient martingale xists for the model. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that Z is an SGM. A given optional process Y is an unbiased 
estimator of q~ relative to the extremal family ~ on the interval [T, oc) if and only 
if  the following equation is satisfied for all P E ~. 
Ep[Y(t) I : z] : ~(z), t E [T, o(>), PZL 1-a.s. (40) 
Proof. Another way of writing Eq. (40) is 
E~[Y(t)] = q~( P~), 
and since the Pz-measures constitute the extremal family we are done. [] 
Still another way of writing Eq. (40) is as 
Ep[Y(t) IZoo] = ¢p(Zoo), 
which shows that unbiased parameter estimation can be viewed as a limiting case of 
unbiased adaptive prediction in the sense of Johansson-Bjork (1992). 
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It is not at all clear from Lemma 6.1 how one is to find a process Y satisfying 
Eq. (40). If  we want to minimize expected square error then, because of predictive 
sufficiency, we only have to consider estimators of the form 
Y(t) - f ( t ,X ( t ) ) .  (41) 
If, as we have assumed, we have an SGM, then it turns out to be much more convenient 
to consider estimators of the form 
Y(t) f ( t ,Z( t ) ) ,  (42) 
and, since by definition X and Z generate the same filtration, the forms (41) and (42) 
are logically equivalent. Thus we may as well look for estimators of the form (42), 
and we can now use the reverse martingale characterization of unbiased estimators 
(Theorem 2.1) to obtain a more familiar problem. 
Definition 6.1. Let R(s) denote the infinitesimal operator for the process Z in reverse 
time, at (ordinary) time s, and let D(S) denote its domain. In other words 
Ep[g(Zt)lZ~ = z] 
{R(s)g}(z) lim 
tTs s -- t 
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that Jor some T > 0 there exists a,function 
f : (T ,~c]  × R k -+ R 
with 
f(s,.)ED(s) Jor alls>~T, 
such that f solves the boundary value problem 
-~--(t,z) = [R(t)f(t, .)](z), (t,z) E (T, oc) × R k, (43'., 
( l  
f (oc ,z )= q)(z), z C R k (44) 
Then the process Y defined by Y(t) = f ( t ,Z ( t ) )  is an unbiased estimator q!' O o,; 
d,. IJ the model is complete then Y is" also the unique mean square optimal unbiased 
estimator. 
Proof. By Dynkin's formula, Eq. (43) simply says that Y is a reverse martingale 
Thus it is an unbiased estimator of something, and the boundary value shows that it 
is actually an estimator of O. [] 
We may of course instead look for estimators of the form f ( t ,  Xt) , and this will 
also lead to an equation of the form (43). The drawback of this approach is that no 
nice boundary values are at hand. 
it is important to notice that Eq. (43) is the inverse problem of an ordinary 
Kolmogorov-type backward equation (where the natural boundary conditions would 
be given at t = 0). In other words, we are trying to invert the semigroup generated 
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by Z. The inverse nature of the problem also explains why unbiased estimators are 
so rare. If for example Z is a diffusion process, then (43) will be (a version of) the 
heat equation solved backwards in time. In forward time the heat equation has a very 
regularizing effect on boundary data, so solving Eq. (43) will have an extremely irreg- 
ularizing effect on the boundary function ~o. Thus the structure function q) has to be 
very smooth for a solution to exist. Suppose now that Z is a diffusion in forward time. 
Then under fairly mild technical conditions it will also be a diffusion in backward time 
(see Haussmann and Pardoux, 1986). Since Z by definition is a reverse martingale it 
will thus have the reverse time representation 
dZ ,=a( t ,2 t )d~,  
m 
where W is a Wiener process in reverse time, and a is the diffusion term (which is the 
same in forward and in reverse time). We may now obtain a stochastic representation 
formula for the solution of Eq. (43), a fact which in view of the inverse nature of the 
problem is somewhat surprising. 
Proposition 6.2. Suppose that f is a solution to Eq. (43) and suppose also that there 
exists a time T > 0 such that the following hold. 
1. As a function o f  z, a can be extended to an analytic function in the whole 
complex plane. 
2. For ever), (t,z) with t >~ T there exists a solution to the complex-valued SDE 
{ dZ~ = ia(s, Z, y), (45 ) 
t c zZ .  
on the closed interval IT, oc]. 
3. For all (t,z) E (T, oc )xR  k the process Z c in Eq. (45) and the function f satisfies 
the condition 
f ~ c , ~ 2 Et, z[ll( Vx f  )( s, Z~ )cr(s,Z~ )ll ds] < oc.. (46) 
Then we have the representation formula 
f (t, z) = Et, z [(p( Z c, )], (47) 
where the indices in the expectation operator denotes integration with respect to the 
measure induced by Eq. (45). 
Proof. It6's formula. [] 
Note that the representation result above provides us with a surprising duality relation 
between the estimator and the parameter (structure function). We have 
~o(z) = Ep:[f(t, Zt)], for all z E R k, (48) 
f ( t , z )  = Et, z[q~(Z~)]. (49) 
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Thus we see that while (by definition) the parameter is the expected value of the 
estimator (Eq. (48)), we also have the fact that the estimator itself is the expected 
value of the parameter (Eq. (49)). 
We now apply the representation formulas above to our standing examples. 
The Wiener model. We seek estimators for parameters of the fi)rm 4o(p~) h(~), 
where h is some given real valued function, and since this model is cxtremal wc see 
that the structure function q~ coincides with h. We already know that Z: = X : t  is an 
SGM, and we see that under P0, Z has the forward time dynamics 
1 !d dZ, = Z, dt + Wr. 
t t 
The backward dynamics, which because of sufficiency do not depend on the choice of 
P, are given by 
1 - -  
(_t2, ~- d ~;, 
so the boundary value problem of Proposition 6.1 becomes 
~(t ,z ) -  2t z ~ ,  ,z), (50) 
./(x_,,z) = h(z). (51) 
We see indeed that this is an ill posed problem and to solve it we apply the represen- 
tation formula (47). Eq. (45) now reads 
i 
dZ~ 7dl~:,,, Z, ~ = z, t52), 
and this SDE can in fact be integrated irectly. We have 
Z ~ z+i f r  ~ }dW,. 
so we see that 
Z ~ 2+iU .  
where U is Gaussian with zero mean and variance t .2. Thus we have the following 
representation formula for f .  
gx-/" j ~ dx. (531 / '(t,z) = ~.  h (x+iy )exp{ - I  ~ ~
As was expected we see from Eq. (53) that we must demand a high degree of regularity 
from the function h; to start with it must be analytic. Note also that all these calculations 
have been made under the assumption that a solution to the boundary value problem 
(50), (51) actually exists. We can, however, turn the whole argument around and &~hm' 
the function f by (53). Taking care of integrability conditions this procedure will giw: 
us the following result. 
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Proposition 6.3. Consider the Wiener model and suppose that 
1. The function h above is an entire analytical function 
2. There exists positive constants A and T such that 
[h(x +iy)l <~Aexp{ Tx2+y2"~2 j ,  (x,y) E R 2. (54) 
Then there exists a unique mean square optimal unbiased predictor process for the 
parameter q~(P~) = h(c 0 on the interval [T, oc). The estimator process Y is given by 
Yt = f(t ,  Zt) where Zt = Xt/t and f is defined by (53). 
Proof. The growth condition on y in (54) allows us to differentiate under the integral 
sign in Eq. (53) thus showing that f defined by (53) solves the boundary value problem 
(50), (51). This implies that Y is a reverse martingale provided that Yt is integrable 
for all t/> T, and the growth condition on x ensures that this is indeed the case. [] 
As a concrete example let us consider the parameter ~b(P~) = h(c 0 = 22. The 
function h satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.3, so ~b can in fact be estimated 
unbiasedly. The optimal estimator process is given by Eq. (53) as 
1 X?  - l (55)  
h : Z7 t2 - t2 
The Gaussian mixture model. We now return to the problem of estimating a parameter 
of the form 4~(P~,/3) = g(c~, fl). One half of this problem was solved in Section 5 where 
we saw that g must satisfy the heat Eq. (39), and we are left with the problem of 
deciding when the parameter ~b can be estimated on the extremal family gG. As we 
already know o% = He/, so we are in fact faced with the problem of estimating a
parameter of the form 7~(P~) -- h(~) = g(c~,0) in the Wiener model. The solution to 
this latter problem is, on the other hand, given by Proposition 6.3 above, so we have 
the following result. 
Proposition 6.4. Consider the Gaussian mixture model and a parameter • of the form 
q~(P~,l~) = g(c~, ~). Then q) possesses an unbiased estimator on the interval (T, oo) if 
and only if the following conditions hold: 
1. The function g satisfies the heat equation 
~(~,/~) _ 1 a2g 
2 0c~ 2' (ct, fl) C R × R+. (56) 
2. The function h defined by h(ct) = g(~, O) is an entire analytic function. 
3. There is a constant A such that 
Ih(x +iy)l  ~<Aexp{T.x2+y2"~2 j ,  (x,y) E R z. (57) 
I f  the conditions are satisfied the estimator process Y & given by Yt ~= f ( t ,  Zt), where 
Zt = Xt/t and f is defined by Eq. (53). 
Proof. Use Propositions 5.3 and 6.3. [] 
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As a concrete example we take the parameter 
4)(e~,/3) - ~2 + l~ = E~,r~ [ (z*)2]  • 
In this case ,q(:qfi) = ¢(2 + fi and this function clearly saisfies Eq. (39). The function 
h of Proposition 6.4 is given by h(~) = :(2, and it satisfies conditions 2 and 3 ot" 
Proposition 6.4. Again by the same proposition we thus have an optimal estimator, 
given by the formula (55). 
Notice the role played by Eq. (391. The parameter 
4)(P~./~) - ~2 = {&e[ (z ,  )]}2 
has the same structure function as 4)(P~,I~) :~2 + fl and thus the same h-function. It 
does not, however, possess an unbiased estimator elative to the family //(;, since it 
does not satisfy Eq. (39). 
7. Identification 
In this section, we will try to understand what a parameter 4) must look like in order 
to be identifiable in the sense of Definition 1.2. First of all we note the obvious fact 
that if 4) has a consistent estimator process f then 4) is identifiable by the stochastic 
variable V = l im,~ Y(t).  
It is natural to ask if there is a converse to this result, i.e. if every identifiable 
parameter has a consistent estimator process. Generally speaking the answer seems to 
be no, but there is a trivial partial converse. Suppose that there exists all SGM Z, 
and suppose that • can be identified by the ,~TX-measurable stochastic variable I .  
Since Z(%~) by definition generates jx  we then must have V g(Z(~c) )  for some 
Borel measurable function 9, and if, furthermore, g is continuous we see that we can 
construct a consistent process Y by the definition g(t)  = ~t(Z(t)). On the other hand, 
let us consider the Wiener model and fix a bounded discontinuous function ~/, c.g. 
the indicator of the rationals. Now define the parameter 4) by 4)(P,) - .q(~.). Then 
this parameter is obviously identifiable by the variable V =q(Z( .~) )  (where as usual 
Z(t )  - X ( t ) / t ) ,  but we believe that it has no consistent estimator process. This we 
have not proved however. 
We now turn to the problem of characterizing the class of identifiable parameters. 
Let us therefore consider a fixed model (g2, ,~-, l I ,X, .~) and a fixed parameter 4). 
Definition 7.1. For each r ~ R let S,. be the class of measures defined by 
~,  - {p  ~/714) (P ) -  r}. 
The family ~U(4)) = {S,, [r E R} is said to be un(/brmh, orthoqonal if there exists a 
family {5',. ]r ~ R}, consisting of .Y-measurable subsets of Q such that 
r ¢ q ~ S,. NSq = (a (5g) 
P (Sr )= 1, for a l lPES , .  (59) 
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We now have the following simple but useful result. 
Proposition 7.1. A necessary condition Jor the parameter q~ to be identifiable is that 
the Jamily ~,~( q~) is" uniformly orthogonal. 
ProoL Suppose that the stochastic variable V identifies q~. Now define Sr for each 
rERby  
Since V(o))= @(P), P-a.s. it follows that V(co) = r, P-a.s. for all P E 5P~. Thus 
P(Sr) = 1 for all P ~ L,°r, and the St-sets are disjoint by definition. [] 
The uniform orthogonality in Proposition 7.1 is also "almost" sufficient. Suppose 
indeed that the family Lf(4,) is uniformly orthogonal. Then it is tempting to define 
an identifier V by 
V ~ r .  l{co C S~} 
rER 
The problem is that we have no guarantee that the V we have just defined is measur- 
able. 
It is worth noticing that we really need the concept of uniform orthogonality as 
opposed to ordinary orthogonality. Consider for example the following small submodel 
of  the L2-model. We define the family 17 by 
/7= {N}U{F~ ~ER},  
where N is the standard normal distribution (or any diffuse distribution) and F~ is a 
unit mass at 7. Furthermore we define the parameter by 
{ q~(F~) =~,  ~ER,  
Os(N) 0. 
Then the family 5~(4~) is given by 
L~r = {Fr}, So = {F0,N}. 
Since N has support on the real line this family is not uniformly orthogonal despite the 
fact that all measures at hand are pairwise orthogonal. Thus, because of Proposition 
7.1, the parameter cannot be identified. Intuitively this is also quite clear since if you 
observe the value Zo~ = ~, then you still do not know whether you have an observation 
from the distribution F~ or from N. In other words the parameter value that you would 
like to identify can be either ~ or 0. It is worth stressing that all this depend on the 
fact that we assume that we only observe a single trajectory of  the X-process. 
We now have some easy consequences of  Proposition 7.1. The first shows that no 
nontrivial parameter can be identified if the model is so big that the a priori family H 
equals the maximal family o/d/. 
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Proposition 7.2. Suppose that 4) is identifiable and suppose that H = /,1. Then q; 
must be a constant. 
Proof. Suppose indeed that V identifies 4) for . / / .  Suppose, furthermore, that (b takes 
more than one value, say g'(P0) = ro and 4~(Pl) rl, with r0 # rl for some P0,Pt {i 
• //. Then we have 
V • :: ro, P0-a.s. ( 60'1 
V = rl, PI-a.s. (61 "1 
and now we define the sets So and SI by 
So = {,,, ~ ~1 v(~,)) ,o}, 
s~ {,o ~ f2l v(c,n = ,'t }. 
Let us now define a measure P by 
P + P2). 4(P, 
It follows from the Mixing Theorem 3.1 that P belongs to ./ /  and from Eqs. (60) and 
(61) we obviously have 
1 P( V = r0) P( V rt ) _5. 
This means however that we cannot possibly have V = @(P), P-a.s. so V does not in 
fact identity 4~, which contradicts our assumption. 
Thus the maximal family contains too many measures to allow us to do any identi- 
fication at all. The extremal family, on the other hand, is so small that it allows us to 
identify any parameter, at least in the presence of an SGM. The assumption about the 
existence of an SGM is rather annoying, and one has a distinct feeling that it shoukt 
be unnecessary. 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that II = d and suppose that the model possesses an SGM 
Then eve O' parameter 4) can he identified. 
Proof. Denote the SGM by Z and define the identifier V by 
Vfl,n = ~p(z,~ ), (62) 
where ~o is the structure function for 4). Then, since every extremal measure is of the 
form P=, where 
~(- ) -  P(.Iz~,, =z) 
we have, for every fixed z, P:-almost surely the equality 
v = ,a (z~)  ~(z)  = 4,(~).  zJ 
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At last we will look at some of the consequences for our earlier models. We recall 
that in all three cases the SGM is given by Z, = Xt/t. 
The Wiener model. Since this is an extremal model, Proposition 7.3 tells us that all 
parameters can be identified by Eq. (62). 
The L 2 model. A slight variation of  the proof of  Proposition 7.2 shows that no non- 
trivial parameter can be identified in this model. 
The Gaussian mixture model. This model is again too big to allow us to identify any 
nontrivial parameters. As examples the parameters ~(P~,/~) = 7 and cb(p~,~) = ~2 = fi 
can both be estimated unbiasedly, but neither can be identified. 
8. Information inequalities 
We will now derive a Cram6r-Rao inequality for the estimation error of  an unbiased 
parameter estimator. Let us therefore assume the existence of an SGM denoted by Z. 
Let us denote the restriction of  the measure P~ to ~ by Pz, t, and assume, furthermore, 
that 
Pz, t << m, 
where m is some base measure. Now we define a family of  Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
by 
dPz, t 
Lz, t- -  dm'  
and finally we define the Fisher information matrix l(t,z) by 
Ii, j ( t ,z)=Ez[(o~i logLz,  t)(~zj logLz, t ) l  =-Ez [~ logLz ,  t l ,  (63) 
where the subindex z denotes integration with respect o P~. 
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that Y is a given square integrable unbiased t-estimator of 
the parameter q~ for some t. Then, given the assumptions above we have the following 
inequality for all P E 17. 
Ep[{Y - ~(p)}2] >~ Ep[~7(p(Z~)I(t,Z~) 127¢p(Z~)*] 
+Ep[{~o( Z~) - q~(p)}2], (64) 
where the information matrix l(t,z) is" 9iven by Eq. (63) and the gradient is regarded 
as a row vector. 
Proof. Since Y is unbiased we have, for all z E R, 
Ep[Y I Z~ = z] = Ez[Y] = ~(Pz) = ~o(z), 
i.e. 
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EP[Y IZ~]=~o(Z~) ,  P-a.s. 
Us ing this relation a s imple calculat ion gives us 
E,,[{Y - ~(p)}2]  = Ep[{Y - ~o(Z~)} 2] + E~[{~(Z~)  - ~(p)}2] .  
Furthermore,  we have, by the Mix ing Theorem 3.1, 
Ez,[{Y q~(Z~)}2] = Ji~ ~[{Y  - °(z)}2]vp(dz)" 
and since E:[Y] = q~(z) for all z the standard Cramer -Rao  inequal i ty gives us 
E=[{Y - @(z)}2]>~Vq~(z)I(t,z) l~Tcp(z)*. 
The first term in the inequal ity (64)  is due to the fact that at t ime t we only have 
access to the informat ion ~, ,  and this term gets smal ler as t increases. The second 
term gives us a residual error which is present even i f  we are al lowed to observe X 
on the closed interval [0, oc]. This term vanishes for all P ~ FI i f  and only i f  the 
parameter  is identif iable. 
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